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Abstract Collaboration scripts have repeatedly been implemented in Computer-Supported
Collaborative Learning (CSCL) to facilitate collaboration processes and individual learning.
However, finding the right degree of structure is a subtle design task: scripts that are too rigid
may impair self-regulation and hinder learning; scripts that are too flexible may fail to evoke
high-level interactions. This study investigated whether making collaboration scripts adaptable
would be a way to raise their effectiveness. Three experimental phases were realized: In a first
phase (exposure phase), all students solved three problem cases by aid of a collaboration script
in an asynchronous, text-based CSCL environment. In a second phase (treatment phase),
another three cases were presented that were to be solved by aid of a different theory that was
presented to the learners through a summary on a sheet of paper. During this phase, a three-
groups between-subject design was realized: (a) an unscripted condition, in which students
received no specific guidance how to structure their collaboration, (b) a non-adaptable script
condition, in which students’ collaboration was guided by the collaboration script they were
trained in before, and (c) an adaptable script condition, in which students were allowed to
modify parts of the trained script based on their self-perceived needs. In a third phase
(subsequent transfer phase), students received a new case that they were to solve without
guidance. N = 87 university students participated. Results showed that during the treatment
phase, planning processes were most often performed in the unscripted condition. Yet, the
adaptable script substantially increased students’ engagement in metacognitive activities of
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planning compared to learning with a non-adaptable script, and increased monitoring and
reflection activities when compared to learning without script. Mediation analyses showed that
the adaptable script facilitated learners’ use of self-regulation skills in the subsequent, un-
scripted transfer phase through the promotion of co-regulation processes of reflection in the
treatment phase. The results reveal that adaptable scripting is a promising means of
implementing flexible scripting and promoting self-regulation in CSCL.

                                                                                
                                                                  

Problem statement

Research on Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) investigates the learning of
complex topics in technology-supported social contexts, such as text-based asynchronous
online discussions (Hew et al. 2010; Schellens and Valcke 2006), or web-based science
courses (e.g., Linn and Eylon 2011). However, collaborating effectively in CSCL settings is
not a trivial task. AsWeinberger et al. (2010) have found, for example, learners in small groups
may even acquire less knowledge than learners who deal with the same topic individually in a
computer-supported learning environment. One possible reason for this may be that collabo-
ratively learning about complex and challenging topics in CSCL requires learners to constantly
make necessary adjustments regarding their goals and behaviours (Azevedo 2007), and in
addition to coordinate their goals and behaviours with those of their learning partners (Järvelä
and Hadwin 2013). Thus, regulation skills are regarded as a critical component of effective
collaborative learning in CSCL settings (Dillon and Greene 2003; Quintana et al. 2004;
Rummel and Spada 2005).

However, not all learners possess the regulation skills that would guarantee smooth
collaboration in CSCL settings. For learners with low collaborative learning skills, collabora-
tion needs to be structured externally, and collaboration scripts are a way to provide such
structure, as they specify, sequence and distribute learning activities and roles among learners
in a small group (Kollar et al. 2006; Rummel and Spada 2005).

Providing learners with collaboration scripts can however be a double-edged sword: If
designed in a too coercive way, they may take too much regulation responsibility away from
the learners, having the effect that learners have only very few opportunities to practice the
strategies that are instructed by the script in a self-regulated way (e.g. Dillenbourg 2002; Hesse
2007; Rummel et al. 2009). The challenge for instructional designers therefore is how to
design collaboration scripts in a way that they keep a balance between self-regulation and
external structure (Wecker et al. 2010b); to guarantee that they on the one hand provide
guidance to collaborate at a higher level than without assistance, but on the other hand also
provide learners with opportunities to internalize these higher-level collaboration strategies to
possibly apply them in future collaborative learning. This challenge is the focus of this article.

Regulation in CSCL

Although self-regulation has traditionally mainly been studied in individual learning settings,
there currently is an increased research interest in considering regulation processes in CSCL
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settings (Azevedo and Hadwin 2005; Järvelä and Hadwin 2013; Volet et al. 2009). Regulation
research in CSCL on the one hand frequently refers to Bclassical^ theories of self-regulated
learning (SRL) that emphasize how individuals regulate both cognitive and affective-
motivational aspects of their own learning (Zimmerman and Schunk 2011). In our work,
however, we only take cognitive aspects of regulation into account and ignore the regulation of
affective-motivational aspects of the learning process.

On the other hand, CSCL research has widened the perspective on regulation to include not
only an individual’s attempt to regulate his or her learning, but also to address regulatory
processes that may happen at the group level (Hadwin et al. 2010; Järvelä et al. 2016). Järvelä
and Hadwin (2013) have proposed two different ways in which groups may engage in such a
regulation. First, co-regulation refers to interactions in which an individual learner attempts to
regulate his/her learning partner’s learning, e.g. by evaluating other’s learning progress or by
giving suggestions on what that learner might turn to next. Theoretically, working with a peer
who is more proficient in SRL offers opportunities for a peer with less regulation skills to learn
regulation strategies and skills transferable to varied conditions (DiDonato 2013). Alternative-
ly, when two or more peers jointly engage in regulation activities, Järvelä and Hadwin (2013)
speak of shared regulation. In this case, regulation responsibility is distributed equally among
all group members and the regulation process is negotiated within the group.

A large body of research has shown that students gain significant benefits in terms of higher
level performance on tasks and achievement outcomes when they are able to effectively
regulate their own, their learning partner’s, or their group’s learning in CSCL settings (e.g.,
Hew et al. 2010; Rummel and Spada 2005). For example, Vauras et al. (2003) examined
fourth-graders’ co−/shared regulation as they worked on mathematical problems in a CSCL
environment and found that effective co−/shared regulation led to better performance on
mathematical tasks, as well as more use and transfer of learning strategies. Similarly,
research by Järvelä et al. (2008) found that when solving a challenging educational psychology
task, successful college students employed a number of co−/shared regulation strategies to
sustain their collaboration within a small group.

Collaboration scripts: Facilitators or barriers for regulation in CSCL?

Research that investigates how individuals and groups regulate their learning in CSCL (as well as
other computer-mediated learning environments such as learning with hypermedia; Azevedo and
Feyzi-Behnagh 2010; Bannert and Reimann 2012) has revealed that students often do not possess
high-level regulation skills. In CSCL, one way to compensate for the lack of well-developed self-
regulation skills is to present collaboration scripts to provide Bother-regulation^ (Kollar et al. 2006).
That way, regulation-related decisions during the learning process are taken away from the learners,
so that they can focus on the enactment of particular high-level socio-cognitive activities without
possibly being overwhelmed by the need to plan or monitor their learning process on their own.
Collaboration scripts are scaffolds that are explicitly directed towards structuring the collaborative
and interactive processes that occur within small groups; they specify, sequence and distribute
learning activities and/or collaboration roles among the members of a small group (Kollar et al.
2006). Such scripts have however been criticized for possible over-scripting effects: they may take
over too much regulation responsibility and thus hinder learners’ self-regulation (e.g. Hesse 2007;
Rummel et al. 2009). For example, a study by Mäkitalo et al. (2005) found that a script which
provided step-by-step instruction impeded college students’ knowledge acquisition relative to
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unscripted collaborative learning in an asynchronous online discussion. The authors suggested that
students in their study may already have been able to regulate their own online discussions in an
effectiveway and that the script thereforemay have forced them to follow a learning process that did
not match the one they preferred on their own. Dillenbourg (2002), in addition, warns that an Bover-
scripting^ of collaborative learningmay impede Bfun and the richness of group interactions^ (p. 61).

Yet, other scripts have been developed that, rather than taking regulation opportunities
completely away from learners, actually support students in regulating their learning processes
in a shared way. For instance, after the partners of a dyad have read a text, the BASK to
THINK-TEL WHY^ script (King 1991) prompts learners to ask each other metacognitive
questions. In another study by Weinberger et al. (2005), a peer-review script was developed to
structure case-based asynchronous online discussions. In their study, learners worked in groups
of three to analyze three educational problem cases by applying Attribution Theory (Weiner
1985). The peer-review script distributed the roles of analyst and critic, sequenced sub-
activities through guiding learners through creating a first case analysis, critiquing their
learning partners’ case analyses, replying to critique they received, to crafting a final analysis,
and facilitated the learners’ adoption of the roles by providing interaction-oriented prompts
(realized in their study as incomplete sentences). The results showed that the peer-review script
supported co-regulations and co-construction of domain-specific knowledge when compared
to collaborative learning without an external script.

In another study by Rummel and Spada (2005), dyads consisting of a psychology student
and a medical student consulting about the diagnosis for a fictitious patient were invited to
collaborate in an unfamiliar video-conferencing environment. In one condition, dyads were
supported by a collaboration script that was designed to improve the quality of their co-
regulation, e.g. by prompting them to clarify their learning partner’s questions or to divide
labor in a meaningful way. This script condition was compared to a control condition in which
no collaboration script was provided. The authors found that dyads who had received the
collaboration script in a first task made better plans for a subsequent unscripted collaboration
task than dyads whose collaboration on the first task had been unscripted. This can be taken as
evidence for an improvement in learners’ regulation skills in this specific setting, which
seemingly has been caused by the collaboration script.

It thus seems that collaboration scripts that do not take all regulation opportunities away
from the learners, but rather help them engage in regulation activities at a level that would be
out of reach for them without support, are promising to improve learners‘regulation skills. Yet,
a tricky question is how to determine what regulation skills are out of reach for a particular
learner or a particular group even more if one acknowledges that regulation skills will evolve
over time as learners are collaborating (i.e. the skills that are out of reach will probably become
fewer over time). In fact, providing learners with a fixed script (i.e. a script that always stays
the same during the learning process), might yield more and more over-scripting the longer
groups collaborate (Dillenbourg and Tchounikine 2007; Fischer et al. 2013). Thus, research is
needed that investigates how to design scripts in a flexible way so that they more smoothly ‘fit’
the learners’ current regulatory needs.

Flexible scripting approaches

At least three approaches to providing flexibility in scripting can be distinguished. Firstly,
some studies have looked at the effects of ‘fading out’ collaboration scripts over time, based on
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a predefined fading algorithm. For example, Wecker and Fischer (2011) implemented fading
as a gradual reduction in the script prompts that were displayed to learners who engaged in
writing a critical response to a given educational case analysis. The fading algorithm was
realized as a gradual removal of script prompts after a predefined number of messages. The
results showed that the fading script was no better than an unfading (i.e. Bfixed^) script in
supporting learners’ acquisition of regulation strategies. However, when fading was combined
with distributed monitoring (i.e. when a peer was asked to check whether the learner was
carrying out the activities for which the script prompts had already been faded out), strategy
acquisition was significantly improved. These results show that monitoring and reflection of
self-regulation play an important role for the acquisition of self-regulation skills.

Others have explored the effects of ‘adaptive’ scripting (e.g., Karakostas and Demetriadis
2011) on relevant learning processes and outcomes. A script is termed adaptive when an
intelligent computer or tutoring system is available that reliably assesses learners’
performance on the fly and adjusts the collaboration script based on the level at which
the group is currently collaborating. This is achieved by building a model of optimal
collaboration and comparing it to a constantly updated user model that captures the
quality of the collaborative process (Diziol et al. 2010). Early studies have provided
evidence for the effectiveness of adaptive scripts. For instance, Walker et al. (2011)
found that an adaptive script designed to improve help-giving behavior led groups to
show higher levels of collaboration as compared to groups whose collaboration was
supported by a fixed support. Individual learning outcomes, however, were no differ-
ent between participants in the adaptive and fixed support conditions.

A third and yet under-researched way of supporting self-regulation in CSCL is to
provide learners with Badaptable^ scripts. A learning environment is termed adaptable
when users can adjust the external support that is provided by the script to meet their
self-perceived needs (Leutner 2009; Shute and Towle 2003). When learning with an
adaptable system, it is thus the users who make decisions about the script support that
is displayed, rather than the system or the designer (as is the case in adaptive
scripting). Applied to learning with collaboration scripts, an adaptable script may
grant learners the opportunity to make conscious decisions on whether or not they
would like to receive support for example concerning what activity prompts to receive
or concerning what roles to distribute within the group. An effective adaptation of the
script may actually be seen as a prototypical regulatory learning activity (see
Zimmerman and Kitsantas 1997), since it requires learners to reflect upon their past
experiences with the script to make an informed decision on what script components
they would need in order to reach or keep a high level of collaboration during their
further collaboration. That way, students can be enabled to increasingly Bappropriate^
(Tchounikine 2016) the script by Bmaking it their own^ during collaboration through
the continuous adjustment of the support they receive to their own self-perceived
needs. Adaptable scripting may thus on the one hand be a promising way of
improving the quality of the within-group regulation process, and on the other hand
a powerful way of helping learners to acquire regulation skills that they may be able
to use in future (i.e. unscripted) situations as well. Yet, adaptable scripting may also
be problematic as it requires learners to already possess a certain level of regulation
strategies. Although there is no direct evidence from CSCL studies on this matter,
research from hypermedia learning has shown that by no means are all learners
competent in this respect (see Azevedo 2005; Scheiter and Gerjets 2007).
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Research question and hypotheses

This study examined how adaptable collaboration scripts (compared to non-adaptable scripts
and unscripted collaboration) influence regulation processes and learners’ acquisition of
regulation skills for learners varying in their prior knowledge on regulation strategies in
CSCL. In the context of this study, the adaptable script that was used during the treatment
phase (and compared to a fixed script and an unscripted condition) granted learners the
opportunity to make conscious decisions on (1) what roles to distribute within the group and
(2) whether or not they would like to receive and apply activity prompts and thus represents
opportunities for regulation processes regarding the groups’ learning processes. Specifically,
we aimed to answer three research questions:

RQ 1: To what extent does the type of collaboration script (adaptable script, non-adaptable
script vs. unscripted collaboration) affect regulation processes during treatment in a
CSCL environment (main effect)?

RQ 2: To what extent does the type of collaboration script (adaptable script, non-adaptable
script vs. unscripted collaboration) affect regulation skills demonstrated in a subse-
quent transfer phase in a CSCL environment (main effect)?

RQ 3: To what extent does the effect (if any) of the type of the collaboration script on
regulation skills students display in a subsequent transfer phase be explained by the
learners’ engagement in regulation processes during the treatment phase (mediation
effect)?

As indicated above, we expected learning with an adaptable collaboration script to encour-
age students to engage in shared regulation processes (during treatment) and to facilitate
students’ internalization of regulation skills, which should become evident by an increased
engagement in regulatory processes in a subsequent, unscripted discussion, relative to students
who had learned with a non-adaptable script or learning without a script during the treatment
phase. In addition, we expected the hypothesized positive effects of the adaptable script on the
individual acquisition of regulation skills (as measured in the subsequent transfer phase) to be
mediated by the amount to which learners engaged in regulation processes during the treatment
phase.

Method

Participants and design

Participants were N = 87 students (68 females, 19 males;M(age) = 24.07, SD(age) = 4.23) from a
Southern German university. Most of them (N = 54) were from the department of Educational
Science, and their participation was part of an assignment in a lecture. The remaining students
(N = 33) were mostly from the departments of Psychology, Sociology or Communication
Sciences and were evenly distributed across the three experimental conditions. These partic-
ipants received either a certificate or an hourly wage for their participation. To test our
hypotheses, a one-factorial pre-post test design was used, in which we experimentally varied
the independent variable ‘type of collaboration script’ during the treatment phase (see below):
no script, non-adaptable script and adaptable script. All participants were randomly assigned to
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triads, and each triad was randomly assigned to one of the three experimental conditions (see
Table 1). Experiments took place at six time points within one month during the semester, with
four to six triads simultaneously showing up at one time point. Each triad only participated in
one learning session. Although the majority of the students came from the same program, the
randomized group formation made it at least unlikely that the groups had already prior
collaboration experience with each other. Also, in the asynchronous and text-based online
learning environment we used (see below), students worked with nick names to not make
visible to the learners with whom they collaborated. Those who were assigned to the same
group were seated in different parts of the room (separated by wall panels) in order to make
sure that their communication only happened online.

Task, setting and learning environment

Each group was asked to go through three successive collaboration cycles (cycle 1: exposure
phase; cycle 2: treatment phase; cycle 3: subsequent transfer phase). During cycles 1 and 2,
each group was asked to solve three authentic problem cases. In cycle 3, only one case was to
be solved within each group (for the content of the cases, see below). All problem cases were
complex and ambiguous; they required students to apply concepts from a psychological theory
which was presented to them on paper (during exposure phase: Cognitive Theory of Multi-
media Learning, Mayer 2001; during treatment and subsequent transfer phase: Attribution
Theory; Weiner 1985) and to negotiate to produce a theory-based solution for each case.
Group-work on case analyses took place in asynchronous online discussions that were realized
in the CASSIS environment (see Fig. 1; Stegmann et al. 2007). In CASSIS, there is one forum
for each problem case. In the upper left part of the screen (see Fig. 1) is the description of the
task, which is to analyze the problem case with the help of the according theory and discuss
with peers (#1). At the middle left of the screen is a timer that tells the students how much time
is left for the current task (#2). At the lower left of the screen is an orientation map depicting
which case the student is currently working on (#5). In the upper right part of the screen, the
students can read the case information (#3). The lower right of the screen contains the
discussion board where students can post their messages (#4).

Procedure

The experiment took over three hours and comprised five phases:

(1) Pre-test and individual learning (about 15 mins.): First, students completed online
questionnaires on demographic and control variables. Also, they individually read two
four-pages texts that introduced the two theories they were about to apply during the later
phases of the experiment. The first text introduced the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia

Table 1 Design of the experimental study

Collaboration without script ‘No script’ Collaboration with script

Non-adaptable script Adaptable script

N = 27 students (9 triads*) N = 30 students (10 triads) N = 30 students (10 triads)

*System logs were not saved for the 10th triad in this trial due to technical problems
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Learning (CTML; Mayer 2001), and the second one introduced attribution theory
(Weiner 1985). Students were allowed to underline and take notes on the theory texts.
Both theory texts remained at their desks throughout the experiment.

(2) Exposure phase (44 mins): During the exposure phase, all student groups were asked to
solve three cases related to multimedia design based on CTML. In all three experimental
conditions, group discussions were supported by a peer-review script (Weinberger et al.
2005). The peer-review script distributed the roles of analyst and critic, sequenced the
sub-activities create first case analysis, critique, reply to critique and create final
analysis, and facilitated the adoption of the roles by providing interaction-oriented
prompts that had also been used by Weinberger et al. (2005). While being in the role
analyst, the learner assumed responsibility for the preliminary and concluding analyses
on that case and responded to the critiques of his or her learning partners. While being in
the critic role, students were required to constructively criticize their partners’ analyses of
a case. As the time that was allocated for each step ran out, students were automatically
moved from one case forum to the next and instructed to act either as analyst or critic in
the subsequent forum. The execution of both roles was supported by interaction-oriented
prompts (exemplary prompt for role Bconstructive critic^: BWe have not reached con-
sensus concerning these aspects:^; exemplary prompt for the role Bcase analyst^:
BRegarding your suggestions for modification:B) that were automatically inserted into
the message field in order to help students play their roles successfully. The peer-review
script was implemented with S-COL (Wecker et al. 2010a; b), a browser plug-in that
allows for a sustainable development of scripts and scaffolds that can be used with a

Fig. 1 Screenshot of the learning environment CASSIS
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broad variety of content and platforms. The purpose of the exposure phase was to give
students the opportunity to gain experience on how to handle the learning environment and
to learn how the peer-review collaboration script worked. This was necessary as without
such a phase, students in the adaptable script condition would later-on not be able to make
informed decisions on how to adapt the script without having collected experiences with it.

(3) Chat (4 mins.): After a short break, students were invited to participate in a short online
chat with their group mates during which they were asked to reflect on their group’s
discussion during the exposure phase and plan for the subsequent discussion (treatment
phase). In addition, students in the adaptable script condition (but not students in the
other two conditions) were given the opportunity to adapt a first feature of the collabo-
ration script, namely to choose the case for which they would like to play the role of
analyst during the following treatment phase. In a sense, both the script and the learners
themselves thus jointly regulated the learning process because the script defined two
obligatory roles (analyst and critic) and learners’made their own choices of which role to
play (see Table 2 for the operationalization of experimental conditions).

(4) Treatment phase (70 mins.): During the treatment phase, the students’ task was to discuss
three problem cases (see Appendix) related to attribution theory (Weiner 1985). During
this phase, our experimental variation was realized: In the unscripted condition, students
worked collaboratively on the case analyses without support. They were allowed to
switch between the three discussion boards and could work freely on any of the three
problem cases by clicking on the relevant hyperlinks on the navigation bar. Within each
discussion board, new contributions (initial messages) and responses to existing mes-
sages could be posted to start a new discussion thread or to continue an existing
discussion. In this condition, none of those messages carried any pre-fabricated prompts.
In the non-adaptable script condition, students analyzed the three problem cases with the
help of the same peer-review script as in the exposure phase. In the adaptable script
condition, finally, the same peer-review script was used, but a second feature of it was
adaptable as students could choose which of the interaction-related prompts that were
presented by the script they wanted to use; see Table 2). By doing this, the adaptable
script was supposed to increase learners’ awareness of and participation in the regulation
processes of monitoring and reflection.

(5) Subsequent transfer phase (20 mins.): The collaborative learning phase was followed by
a subsequent transfer phase that asked the same triads of students how collaborated

Table 2 Operationalization of experimental conditions during treatment phase

Components of the
peer-review script

No script Non-adaptable script Adaptable script

Role distribution No support Script provided regulation by
defining two obligatory
roles (planning)

Learners and script shared regulation for
script provided roles whilst learners
decide which role to play

Sequencing of
sub-activities

No support Script provided regulation by
sequencing sub-activities
(planning and monitoring)

Same as the non-adaptable script

Interaction-oriented
prompts

No support Script provided regulation by
presenting prompts
(monitoring and reflection)

Learners and script shared regulation
for script provided prompts whilst
learners decide whether to use a
specific prompt or not
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during the treatment phase to engage in an unstructured discussion about an additional
case related to attribution theory. Students’ collaboration process during this task was
used to assess their acquisition of regulation skills.

Dependent variables

The main dependent variables referred to (a) regulation processes (observed regulation
activities during the chat and the treatment phase) and (b) students’ acquisition of regulation
skills (observed regulation activities during the subsequent transfer phase when the peer-
review script was removed).

Regulation activities during chat and treatment phase Discourse data from the chat and
the treatment phase was segmented and coded. Two independent coders segmented 10% of the
individual contributions to the group discussion (Chi 1997) into meaningful message segments.
Inter-rater agreement on segmentation was 94%, Cohen’s Kappa κ = .88. The remaining 90% of
the material for a given group discussion was then segmented by one of the two trained coders.
Subsequently, each of the resulting segments was assessed with respect to the application of the
regulation skills. Beside the regulation processes, learners’ co-construction of domain-specific
knowledge (knowledge related to attribution theory) was also coded, but has been reported
elsewhere (Wang et al. 2011). The focus of the current work was to investigate the team-related,
shared regulation processes that would be observable in the adaptable script condition compared
to the other two conditions and to look at the extent to which they contribute to the acquisition of
regulation skills that students would display in a new situation. More specifically, the coding
scheme differentiated between contributions which represented instances of (a) planning, (b)
monitoring and (c) reflection (see Table 3 for the description of codes and examples).

Utterances of each of these three types were counted for each student. The resulting sum
scores were used as indicators for the frequency by which students engaged in regulation
processes during treatment. Inter-rater agreement for coding of regulation processes was 96%,
with Cohen’s κ = .85. In the end, the resulting scores included regulatory activities from both
the chat and the treatment phase. To conduct preliminary analyses that checked whether
students in the adaptable script condition actually made use of the opportunity to adapt the
script regarding the question who would take what role during the treatment phase (see
Bpreliminary analyses^ below), we also compared the number of regulatory activities that
occurred during chat separately.

Table 3 Codes of shared regulation processes

Code Description of code Examples

planning Learners set goals and engage in strategic
planning in terms of task coordination

BWe should work on our own analyses first.^ or BI
think the final goal is to help Michael, right?^

monitoring Learners keep the process running or engage
in help-seeking

BDo you think what I’ve written is right?^ or
Bfeedbacks, feedbacks!!^

reflection Learners reflect on their collaborating
experience or the quality of their case
analyses

BGood teamwork^ or BI don’t think this is said in the
theory^
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Regulation skills during subsequent transfer phase As regulation skills can be consid-
ered an important learning outcome (beyond domain-specific knowledge) in CSCL which is
often ignored in CSCL research (Järvelä and Hadwin 2013), we specifically looked at
students’ acquisition of regulation skills as individual learning outcomes in this work. These
were measured during the subsequent transfer phase during which each group was supposed to
solve one further case by aid of attribution theory. For this discussion, no script was provided,
i.e. all groups engaged in unscripted discussions. The resulting (written) discourse data was
segmented and coded in the same way as for the data from the treatment phase, again looking
at (a) planning, (b) monitoring and (c) reflection. Inter-rater agreement on coding of regulation
skills was 87%, Cohen’s κ = .71. We used the overall sum of instances each group engaged in
these regulatory activities during the subsequent transfer phase as the basis for our analyses.

Control variables

We measured two control variables: (1) intrinsic motivation, and (2) prior knowledge on
regulation strategies.

Intrinsic motivation Intrinsic motivation has been shown to influence the way learners
engage in learning activities and attainment of learning outcomes (Schoor and Bannert 2011).
Also in CSCL research, intrinsic motivation has lately been regarded as an important factor
that may have an influence on learning outcomes (Rienties et al. 2009). Students’ intrinsic
motivation was assessed with the ‘intrinsic motivation’ subscale of Vallerand et al. (1989)
‘Academic Motivation Scale’ (AMS) during the pre-test phase. The scale includes twelve
items (e.g. BI go to college for the pleasure I experience while surpassing myself in my
studies.^), with the degree to which students agreed or disagreed with the respective statements
to be provided on a seven-point Likert scale (1 = BDisagree completely^; 7 = BAgree
completely^). Reliability of the intrinsic motivation scale was very good (Cronbach’s α = .92).

Prior knowledge on regulation strategies (pre test) Students’ prior knowledge on
regulation strategies was assessed by an open-ended question that was asked prior to the
exposure phase. Students were asked to describe how they would structure their group’s work,
what steps they would take to organize group activities and why. Students’ responses were
assessed the same way as the regulation processes during the treatment phase and the
regulation skills displayed in the subsequent transfer phase. Inter-rater agreement for coding
of prior knowledge on regulation (pre-test) was 87%, and inter-rater reliability reached
Cohen’s κ = .71.

Statistical analyses

The data in the present study has a hierarchical structure. Individual students within a group
cannot be treated as completely independent from each other because of their shared group
experiences. In this respect, the independence assumption for unilevel statistic techniques is
violated. Hierarchical linear modelling was therefore used to account for the hierarchical
structure of the data (Hox and Kreft 1994). We computed a random intercept model. Random
slopes were not included, to prevent overidentification of models. Hence, only random effects
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between conditions are reported. All predictors and criteria except for the dummy-
coded independent variables (see Table 4) were z-standardized to enable interpretation
of regression coefficients as effect sizes (similar to standardized beta coefficients or
correlation coefficients).

R (version 3.3.2) was used to perform all statistical analyses. The multilevel linear
modeling was done using the R-package Blme4^ (version 1.1–12; Bates et al. 2015). To
analyze causal mediations of effects of regulation processes on individual acquisition
of regulation skills, the R-package Bmediation^ was used (version 4.4.5; Tingley et al.
2014). The statistical tests for the preliminary analyses were performed regarding a
two-sided 80% confidence interval to reduce type-II error probability. All other
statistical tests were performed regarding a two-sided 95% confidence interval. The
confidence intervals of the regressions coefficients of the multi-levels were estimated
using the bootstrapping method.

Results

Preliminary analyses

Prior knowledge on regulation strategies and intrinsic motivation were measured to perform a
randomization check as well as to increase the precision of analyses. We found significant pre-
test differences between our three experimental conditions both with respect to intrinsic
motivation and prior knowledge on regulation strategies (see Table 5). Therefore, both
variables were statistically controlled for in all subsequent analyses. Descriptives for depen-
dent variables are also reported in Table 5.

Before running further analyses, we first checked whether students in the adaptable script
condition actually used the opportunities to adapt the script (treatment check). We found that
during chat, groups in the adaptable script condition showed more regulatory activities
(M = 4.93; SD = 1.04) than groups in the fixed condition (M = 4.03, SD = 1.46). This
difference was, however, not significant (t(18) = 1.59, p = 0.06, one-tailed, d = 0.72), but had a
medium to large effect size. In addition, we checked how many of the messages that were sent
within these two conditions actually responded to a prompt that was part of the (full)
collaboration script. While in the non-adaptable script condition the percentage of prompted
messages was 78%, it was only 28% in the adaptable condition. This means that students
working with the adaptable script skipped many prompts that they perceived as unnecessary.
Taking these results together, we interpret this as evidence that the adaptable script Bworked^
in that sense that students in this condition made more or less extensive use of the different
opportunities to adapt the script.

Table 4 Dummy coding of experimental conditions

Type of scripting

No script Non-adaptable script Adaptable script

No script (control condition) 1 0 0
Non-adaptable script 0 1 0
Adaptable script 0 0 1
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Effects of collaboration scripts on regulation processes during treatment (RQ1)

To answer the first research question, multi-level regression of the type of collaboration script on
regulation processes during the treatment phase was performed. Results are presented in Table 6.

Learners without a collaboration script engagedmore in planning, but less in reflection activities
during the treatment phase than those who learned with a collaboration script, either adaptable or
non-adaptable. Furthermore, learning with an adaptable script enhanced learners’ participation in
monitoring activities compared to learningwithout a script and increased the frequency of planning
activities compared to learning with a non-adaptable script. Learners’ prior knowledge on regula-
tion strategies and their intrinsic motivation had no significant effect on regulation processes of
planning, monitoring, and reflection (for statistical coefficients, see Table 6).

Effects of collaboration scripts on regulation skills displayed during subsequent
transfer phase (RQ2)

To answer the research question regarding the effect of the type of collaboration script on
students’ engagement in regulation skills in the subsequent, unscripted transfer phase, linear
mixed models were fit by REML. Results are presented in Table 7.

Table 5 Estimated means (EM) and standard errors (SE) of all control and dependent measures per condition

No script Non-adaptable script Adaptable script
EM (SE) EM (SE) EM (SE)

Intrinsic motivation* 4.05 (0.42) 3.39 (0.40) 4.45 (0.40)
Regulation strategies (pre test)* 2.38 (0.17) 2.10 (0.16) 2.22 (0.16)
Regulation process-planning 6.93 (2.67) 1.30 (1.51) 3.77 (1.70)
Regulation process-monitoring 2.67 (2.39) 2.33 (2.48) 3.13 (2.40)
Regulation process-reflection 3.67 (2.39) 4.87 (3.73) 4.27 (2.02)
Regulation skills (subsequent transfer phase) 2.33 (1.05) 2.37 (1.52) 3.08 (1.48)

*Significant (p < .20) differences between conditions

Table 6 Standardized regression coefficients and standard errors (SE) of multi-level analysis on regulation
processes during treatment phase

Parameter Planning Monitoring Reflection

Fixed-individual level
Intercept (no script) 0.936 (0.146) −0.346 (0.192) −0.653 (0.196)
[Intercept (non-adaptable script)] −0.930 (0.142) 0.000 (0.187) 0.539 (0.190)
[Intercept (adaptable script)] 0.088 (0.140) 0.311 (0.185) 0.049 (0.188)
Intrinsic motivation −0.065 (0.083) −0.076 (0.115) 0.096 (0.111)
Regulation strategies (pre test) 0.043 (0.075) 0.062 (0.108) 0.105 (0.100)

Fixed – group level
Non-adaptable script vs. no script −1.866 (0.206)* 0.346 (0.272) 1.192 (0.276)*
Adaptable script vs. no script −0.847 (0.202)* 0.657 (0.266)* 0.702 (0.270)*
[Adaptable script vs. non-adaptable script] 1.019 (0.204)* 0.311 (0.269) −0.490 (0.273)

Random
Between groups 0.051 (0.226) 0.000 (0.000) 0.093 (0.304)

Parameters in squared brackets were added from complementary regression analyses with a different subset of
dummy variables. Intercepts can be interpreted as standardized adjusted means of conditions

*Significant (p < .05) regression coefficient
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As shown in Table 7, the adaptable script had a positive effect on students’ acquisition of
regulation skills as compared to the unscripted condition (p < 0.05) as well as the non-
adaptable script condition (p < 0.05). There was no significant difference regarding regulation
outcomes between the no script and the non-adaptable script condition. Control variables had
no significant effect on learners’ acquisition of regulation skills (for statistical coefficients see
Table 7).

Mediation effects (RQ3)

Research question 3 asked for the mediating role that students’ engagement in
regulation activities during the treatment phase might have played for the effect of
the script types on the students’ engagement in regulatory processes in the subsequent
transfer phase. To answer this question, we ran a mediation analysis with the type of
collaboration scripts as independent variable, engagement in regulatory processes
during the subsequent transfer phase as dependent variable, and regulation processes
of planning, monitoring, and reflection during the treatment phase as mediators.
Results are shown in Table 8.

Of the three regulation processes Bplanning^, Bmonitoring^, and Breflection^, only
Breflection^ played a significant role as mediator. More specifically, as the significant average
causal mediation effect (ACME; see Imai et al. 2010) shows, reflection during treatment
explained a significant proportion of the difference between the non-adaptable script condition
and the unscripted condition as well as of the difference between the adaptable script and the
unscripted condition in the subsequent transfer phase. Reflection suppressed (i.e. reversed) a
stronger negative effect of the non-adaptable script compared to the unscripted condition.
While the suppressor effect is significant (see Table 8), the negative effect of the non-adaptable
script did not reach significance. The effect of the adaptable script condition compared to the
unscripted condition is explained about 28% by reflection. Reflection did not explain a
significant proportion of the difference between the adaptable and the non-adaptable condition
(for statistical coefficients see Table 8).

Table 7 Standardized regression coefficients and standard errors (SE) of multi-level analysis on regulation skills
during subsequent transfer phase

Parameter Regulation skills (post test)

Fixed-individual level
Intercept (no script) −0.183 (0.231)
[Intercept (non-adaptable script)] −0.284 (0.223)
[Intercept (adaptable script)] 0.449 (0.221)
Intrinsic motivation −0.281 (0.116)
Regulation strategies (pre test) 0.090 (0.097)

Fixed – group level
Non-adaptable script vs. no script −0.101 (0.323)
Adaptable script vs. no script 0.632 (0.319)*
[Adaptable script vs. non-adaptable script] 0.733 (0.319)*

Random
Between groups 0.273 (0.522)

Parameters in squared brackets were added from complementary regression analyses with a different subset of
dummy variables. Intercepts can be interpreted as standardized adjusted means of conditions

*Significant (p < .05) regression coefficient
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Discussion

The question of how to implement flexible scripting has recently drawn more and more
research attention (Dillenbourg and Tchounikine 2007; Diziol et al. 2010; Gweon et al.
2006; Fischer et al. 2013). In a recent review, Järvelä and Hadwin (2013) argued that shared
regulation processes in CSCL need to be considered as a prerequisite for an effective co-
construction of knowledge. Our research adds to this claim by investigating whether adaptable
scripting which encourages shared regulation between an external regulation agency (the script
provided by the researcher) and students in a small group is an effective way to support
learners’ reflection upon the appropriation of the script and that way to increase their
engagement in regulatory processes and a subsequent, unscripted group discussion.

Regulatory processes of scripted CSCL did not receive much attention until very recently
(Volet et al. 2009). In this work we implemented an adaptable script and found that learners
made more or less extensive use of it (see treatment check). With regard to the question how
the different script types we used affected regulation processes during treatment (RQ1), results
of the current work showed that collaboration scripts, both a non-adaptable and an adaptable
one, had negative effects on planning, compared to learning without a script. Both types of
collaboration scripts, the adaptable as well as the non-adaptable script, provide a certain level
of structure and may thus have reduced the need of planning that was present in the unscripted
condition. Also, this result might indicate that training learners about the script components
during the exposure phase may have led to profound internalization of the script, so that
students in the unscripted condition were able to take the whole responsibility of planning
during the treatment phase. Learners in the two scripted conditions, in contrast, may have
simply Blet the script do the regulation^ and thus not engage much in planning by themselves.

Table 8 Standardized regression coefficients and standard errors (SE) of regulation processes on regulation
skills (subsequent transfer phase)

Parameter Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Fixed-individual level
Intercept (no script) −0.190 (0.269) −0.199 (0.234) −0.015 (0.233)
[Intercept (non-adaptable script)] −0.278 (0.263) −0.285 (0.224) −0.429 (0.223)
[Intercept (adaptable script)] 0.448 (0.223) 0.271 (0.521) 0.443 (0.213)
Intrinsic motivation −0.282 (0.117)* −0.288 (0.117)* −0.326 (0.114)*
Regulation strategies (pre test) 0.090 (0.098) 0.091 (0.098) 0.061 (0.095)
Planning 0.007 (0.145)
Monitoring −0.047 (0.096)
Reflection 0.255 (0.105)*

Fixed – group level
Non-adaptable script vs. no script −0.088 (0.425) −0.086 (0.325) −0.414 (0.337)
Adaptable script vs. no script 0.638 (0.343) 0.663 (0.325)* 0.458 (0.315)
[Adaptable script vs. non-adaptable script] 0.726 (0.354)* 0.749 (0.321)* 0.872 (0.313)*

Random
Between groups 0.274 (0.523) 0.271 (0.521) 0.248 (0.498)
ACME (Non-adaptable script vs. no script) −0.008 (0.267) −0.016 (0.047) 0.308 (0.143)*
ACME (Adaptable script vs. no script) −0.003 (0.125) −0.030 (0.069) 0.177 (0.105)*
ACME (adaptable script vs. non-adaptable script) −0.013 (0.044) 0.000 (0.147) −0.123 (0.092)

Parameters in squared brackets were added from complementary regression analyses with a different subset of
dummy variables. Intercepts can be interpreted as standardized adjusted means of conditions

*Significant (p < .05) regression coefficient
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Nevertheless, planning was still more frequent in the adaptable than in the non-adaptable
condition. This might have to do with the higher degree of structure that was realized in the
non-adaptable script condition. The observed pattern seems to be that the higher the provided
structure, the lower the need for planning activities. This also provides evidence for our
argument that compared to the non-adaptable script, the adaptable one relieved the group at
least of some of the regulation responsibilities and therefore reduced students’ engagement in
planning. As a side note, it would be interesting to see how groups would engage in planning
who would not receive a script during the treatment phase. Following our line of argumenta-
tion, we would hypothesize that planning activities should be the highest in such a condition,
as the external support is the lowest. On the other hand, it might be that during a first
unscripted phase, such groups would already establish some common standards on how to
collaboration, which might then make planning in the second phase more or less superfluous.
Future research needs to look into this.

Even though both, the non-adaptable as well as the adaptable script, decreased the amount
of planning processes when compared to the unscripted condition, they at the same time
substantially increased regulatory processes of reflection. This supports the argument that
when learning without scaffolding, inexperienced learners rarely realize the importance of
reflection and fail to reflect thoughtfully on what they did and how to improve (Woodward-
Kron and Remedios 1998). The two script types enhanced reflection possibly because they
introduced the role of a critic, whose task was mainly to comment and evaluate the contribu-
tions from the analyst (Weinberger et al. 2005). This is in line with a previous study from
Wecker and Fischer (2011), who found that the assignment of the role of an evaluator gave rise
to a greater amount of reflective activities compared to the same script condition without role
assignment. To assign a role of critic is also used in other collaboration scripts such as the ASK
to THINK – TELWHY script by King (1991) and has been described as an important trigger
for learning.

Concerning monitoring, only the adaptable script had a positive effect relative to unscripted
collaboration. It seems reasonable that the adaptable script required continuous efforts towards
decision making regarding when, how, and what to do during learning on the one hand
(Leutner 2009), which makes an increased engagement in monitoring processes necessary to
arrive at an optimal adaptation decision. The adaptable script might in this case serve as
external regulation agency for students to perform regulation activities (Azevedo et al. 2008).

Our results also showed that adaptable scripts had a positive effect on regulation skills that
learners showed in a subsequent new collaboration situation (RQ2), relative to both unscripted
collaboration and learning with the non-adaptable script. Adaptable scripting is therefore a
promising approach to implementing flexible scaffolding in CSCL to promote the learners’
autonomous regulation during learning and the acquisition and transfer of corresponding skills
to new situations. It seems to be a promising alternative to fixed fading regimes such as the one
used by Wecker and Fischer (2011) and the labor- and cost-intensive development of adaptive
systems (Diziol et al. 2010).

To gain deeper insight into the mechanisms of how adaptable scripting promotes learners’
regulation skills, mediation analyses were performed. Results indicated the important role of
reflection in individual acquisition of regulation skills. First, reflection mediated the positive
effect of the adaptable script on individual acquisition of regulation skills compared to the
unscripted condition; second, reflection significantly suppressed the negative effect of the non-
adaptable script on individual acquisition of regulation skills compared to the unscripted
condition. Yet, no indication was found that the difference between the adaptable script
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condition and the non-adaptable script condition with respect to regulation skills was mediated
by reflection processes. Thus, reflection seem to be an important, but not sufficient factor to
explain the mechanisms by which regulation skills are acquired.

While both types of scripts, the adaptable as well as the non-adaptable script, triggered
reflection processes, only the adaptable script required learners to be responsible for their
enactment. Possibly the interaction of reflection and self-regulated enactment is needed to
facilitate acquisition of regulation skills. This explanation is in line with the perspective of self-
regulated learning (Dillenbourg et al. 2009). Adaptability thus maybe increases opportunities
for self-regulation, which in turn is often discussed as a significant predictor for strategy
acquisition since it allows for autonomous application of the target knowledge (Zimmerman
and Schunk 2001).

Limitations and implications

As with any empirical research, our study has some limitations. Firstly, the peer-review script
was implemented as a short-term intervention aiming to achieve immediate effects on the
outcomes. Our study therefore only permits conclusions about the effects of adaptability in
short-term interventions. The fact that all participants were from the same program and their
prior knowledge and motivation differed among conditions may further constrain the ecolog-
ical validity of this work. It may be possible to detect more pronounced effects of adaptable
scripting by using the script over the course of a longer intervention, and in a more authentic
setting. Especially with respect to the question how students Binternalize^ or Bappropriate^
(Tchounikine 2016) such scripts, it seems necessary to do research that realized scripting in
longer time frames. Secondly, the current study is in some ways an exploratory study.
Although we compared the effects of an adaptable script to those of a non-adaptable script
and unscripted collaboration, we did not vary the degree of adaptability. Further studies that
manipulate the degree of adaptability (e.g. allow learners to switch the whole script off from
the very beginning of their collaborative learning phase) may lead to a clearer understanding of
the type of instructional design that will provide instructional support on the one hand, and
give learners the freedom to self-regulate their learning on the other hand. Thirdly, we focused
in the current work on the effects of adaptable scripting on regulation processes and outcomes
without examining whether it had any effect on learning outcomes beyond the acquisition of
regulation skills. This is because that in a previous pilot work (Wang et al. 2011) we reported
positive effects of the same adaptable collaboration script on individual acquisition of domain-
specific and domain-general knowledge. The aim of the current work was to explore the shared
regulation processes through which adaptability adds value to non-adaptable scripts. Fourthly,
as most research on self-regulated learning, we concentrated in this study on frequency
analysis of regulation processes. Further studies using various methods, for example process
mining techniques, might give a more holistic and qualitative view of the regulation processes
(Bannert et al. 2014; Cascallar et al. 2006). A more holistic view on regulation would also be
achieved with an investigation of how the participants may have dealt with motivational and/or
emotional problems (see Järvelä and Hadwin 2013). Such problems were not focused on in our
analyses, but should of course be taken into account in future research on adaptable scripting.
Finally, it needs to be acknowledged that randomization of our participants across experimen-
tal condition only worked in a suboptimal way, as there were significant differences regarding
both intrinsic motivation and prior knowledge on regulation strategies. Although both
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variables were treated as covariates in all analyses, the results need to be taken with caution. It
would certainly be worthwhile to replicate this study with a truly comparable set of students in
each condition.

Despite these limitations, our findings indicate that adaptable scripts are a promising
approach to promote self-regulation in order to maximize the effectiveness of collaboration
scripts in CSCL. Adaptable scripting seems to be a valuable alternative to the design and
implementation of costly adaptive systems that have however been shown to have positive
effects on important learning parameters in recent research as well (e.g., Walker et al. 2011).

The concept of ‘adaptable scripting’ is not yet widely recognized by CSCL researchers;
important theoretical assumptions and empirical evidence for the putative advantages of an
adaptable script over non-adaptable scripts and unscripted collaboration had to be taken mainly
from other research areas, such as self-regulated learning (Zimmerman and Schunk 2001), and
learning with hypermedia (Scheiter and Gerjets 2007). This study highlights the need for
theoretical and empirical CSCL research to extend our understanding of using more adaptable
forms of instructional support, beyond scripting, and perhaps to less technology-loaded
environments.

Appendix

An example of the problem case on attribution theory

BSomehow I begin to realize that math is not my kind of thing. Last year I almost failed math.
Mrs. Weber, who is my math teacher, told me that I really had to make an effort if I wanted to
pass 10th grade. Actually, my parents stayed pretty calm when I told them. Well, mom said
that none of us is ‘gifted’ in math. My father just grinned. Then he told the story of how he just
barely passed his final math exams with lots of copying and cheat slips. ‘The Peters family,’
Daddy said then, ‘has always meant horror to any math teacher.’ Slightly merry at a school
party, I once told Ms Weber this story. She it wasn’t a bad excuse, but it wasn’t a good one
either. Just an excuse in other words, and anyone could come up with some more to justify
beingbone idle. Last year I just passed, but I’m really anxious about the new school year!^
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